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Our responsibilities towards future
generations
 Do we do enough for the future ?
 Universal policy applications: Education,
environment, natural resources,
infrastructures, public debt, pension, …
 This is a difficult question, mainly
because of the uncertainties surrounding
our collective destiny.
 At the end of the day, everything relies
on how we price the future.
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Cost of climate change
 The climate externality needs to be
priced. At what price?
 Nordhaus (2011): 1 tCO2 = $10 of damages.
 Stern (2007): 1 tCO2= $100 of damages.

 These are (very) distant damages
discounted to the present.
 How should we compare current and
future damages?
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Two quotes
“Few topics in our discipline rival the social rate of discount as
a subject exhibiting simultaneously a very considerable
degree of knowledge and a very substantial level of
ignorance.”
Baumol (1968)

“The major open issue concerning the Social Cost of Carbon
continues to be the appropriate discount rate.”
Nordhaus (2011)
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Pricing the future
 How much should we be ready to pay
today to eliminate a sure loss of 1 million
dollars in 200 years?
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Pricing the future and the discount rate
 How much should we be ready to pay
today to eliminate a sure loss of 1 million
dollars of 2013 in 200 years?
Present value
$ 1 000 000.00
$
100 000.00
$
10 000.00
$
1 000.00
$
100.00
$
10.00
$
1.00
$
0.10
$
0.01

Discount rate
0.00%
1.16%
2.33%
3.51%
4.71%
5.93%
7.15%
8.39%
9.65%

Stern uses 1.4%
Nordhaus uses 5%
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What did States do?
 Real discount rates for public investments
 In the U.S. (OMB):
 1992-2003: 7%
 Since 2003: 7% (and 3% “as a sensitivity”)

 In France (Lebègue-2005 and Gollier-2011
Reports):
 2005-2011: rf=4% (rf=2% for >30 years)
 Since 2011: rf + (beta x 3%)

 In the U.K. (Green Book 2003):

 3.5% -> 1% (200 years and more)
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The role of markets: The positive
approach to discounting
 Arbitrage argument: Reallocating capital
from a productive sector of the economy
to fighting climate change should be
beneficial to future generations.
 The discount rate for a green project
should be equal to the expected rate of
return of a traded asset with the same
risk and duration profile.
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What did the private sector do?
Bill

Bond

Equity

Australia

0.6%

1.3%

7.8%

Canada

1.6%

2.0%

6.3%

Denmark

2.3%

3.0%

5.4%

France

-2.9%

-0.3%

3.7%

Italy

-3.8%

-1.8%

2.6%

Japan

-2.0%

-1.3%

4.5%

Netherlands

0.7%

1.3%

5.4%

United Kingdom

1.0%

1.3%

5.6%

Sweden

1.9%

2.4%

7.9%

Switzerland

0.8%

2.1%

5.3%

USA

1.0%

1.9%

6.6%

Table 12.1 : Annualized real returns of equity and bonds from 1900 to 2006.
Sources: Morningstar and Dimson, Marsh and Staunton, (2002)
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Critiques to the positivist approach
 Are asset prices “right”?
 Efficiency issue:
 Future generations cannot trade.
 The competitive equilibrium may not be efficient.

 Equity issue:
 May our individualistic impatience drive our
collective attitude towards the future?
 Even if efficient, the equilibrium may be socially
undesirable because of large intertemporal
inequalities.

 Observability issue:
 No risk free asset with large maturities.
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The normative approach to discounting
 Let us consider a marginal investment
financed by a reduction of current
consumption.
 In a growing economy, such an
investment raises intergenerational
inequalities.
 Under inequality aversion, the discount
rate is the minimum rate of return
necessary to compensate this adverse
effect of investment.
 2% per year = 5000% per 200 years!
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The underlying utilitarian model
 We want to maximize the sum of the
expected utility of the different
generations.
 The concavity of the utility function
measures the collective aversion to
inequality and to risk.
 Efficient decision rule: NPV>0 with an
efficient discount rate.
 Ramsey rule:
rf = inequality aversion x prospective growth rate
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Estimation of inequality aversion
 Consider an economy with 2 social groups of equal
size, A and B. Each agent in group A is 2 times
wealthier than in group B.
 We can transfer wealth from A to B. What is the
maximum sacrifice of A that Society should accept for
B to get one more dollar ?

Estimation of inequality aversion
 Consider an economy with 2 social groups of equal
size, A and B. Each agent in group A is 2 times
wealthier than in group B.
 We can transfer wealth from A to B. What is the
maximum sacrifice of A that Society should accept for
B to get one more dollar ?

Arrow (1995)
IPCC AR2

inequality
aversion
0
0.5
1
2
4

sacrifice
of the rich
$
1.00
$
1.41
$
2.00
$
4.00
$
16.00

rf = inequality aversion x growth rate
2
x
2%
= 4%

Other calibrations of the Ramsey rule
 Add “impatience” or “pure preference for
the present”.
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Safe markets have been more longtermist than Ramsey!
 Bond markets have been on average too
ethical !
 Risk free investments with returns between 1%
and 4% should NOT have been implemented.

 For Ramsey, past generations have
sacrificed far too much of their wellbeing
 in favor of much wealthier future generations;
 through marginal investments yielding low
returns.

 This paradox is called the « risk free rate
puzzle ».
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Prudence when growth is uncertain
 Precautionary behavior: we save more
when our future becomes more uncertain.
 At the collective level, this is done by
reducing the discount rate.
 When shocks to the growth rate of the
economy are purely transitory, the term
structure of rf should be flat.
 Extended Ramsey rule and CCAPM:
rf = 4% - 0.5 x (inequality aversion x GDP_growth_volatility)2
= 4% - 0.5 x (2 x 4%)2 = 4% - 0.3% = 3.7%
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High uncertainties in the long run
 In this model, the average growth rate
converges to 2% in the long run.
 What do we know about the long term trend of
the economy?
 Possibility to switch back to the pre-industrial
revolution growth regime (Fukuyama, Gordon).
 We may have probabilistic beliefs about it.

 This magnifies the risk borne by distant
generations.
 Prudent societies should bias safe investments
towards maturities yielding the largest
uncertainties.
 This is a strong argument in favor of a
decreasing term structure of safe discount rates.
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Calibration with an uncertain trend
 The trend of growth is either 0.6% or 3%
with equal probabilities.
 Volatility 4%.
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Evaluation of risky projects
 We should penalize projects that increase
the aggregate risk, and we should give a
bonus to projects that hedge it.
 The discount rate for a risky project
should contain a risk premium that is
increasing in the “beta” of the project.
 Because of the uncertain trend of the
economy, risk premia are increasing with
maturity.
rt (  )  rft   t
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Discount rates for risky assets with
an uncertain trend of growth
rt
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A maturity-dependent version of my
proposal

rf  3%

  1%
rf  1%

  3%
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Adding business cycles into the picture
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The climate beta
 Does mitigation have an insurance value?
 The negative-beta theory:

 A high climate sensitivity implies a low GDP and a
high payoff from mitigation.

 The positive-beta theory:

 A higher growth implies higher concentration of
CO2, a larger marginal damage, and a larger
payoff from mitigation.
 This means that the climate beta is positive. “
Those states in which the global temperature
increase is particularly high are also ones in which
we are on average richer in the future.”
(Nordhaus 2011)

 My own estimation from DICE:  = 1.3.
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Fighting climate change along the
business cycle
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Conclusion: Long discount rate
 If we believe that green investment are safe,
we should use r=1%, so priceCO2>$100.
 If we believe that green investment are as
risky as the rest of the economy, we should
use r=4%, and priceCO2<$20.
 Possible concerns:
 Degree of inequality aversion;
 Uncertain beta;
 Can we agree on a representation of our collective
beliefs about the distant future:
 Pace of innovations ?
 Fat tails and extreme events ?
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